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Introduction. Full Waveform Inversion (FWI) represents an important tool to o�tain high 
resolution model of su�surface from active seismic data (�arantola, 1986� Virieux, et al. 2009). 
In the last �ears man� aspects a�out FWI have �een studied concerning the implementation of 
efficient modelling algorithm (Chalju� et al, 2007� Moczo et al., 2007) and the formulation of 
inversion procedures (Fichtner, 2010). However, its application to real data requires specific 
operations on the seismograms to o�tain an o�served data that can �e reproduced �� a modelling 
algorithm. Besides, the use of an iterative gradient method requires the estimation of a starting 
model that must �e as close as possi�le to the valle� of the glo�al minimum of the misfit 
function (Be�doun et al., 1988).

In this work, we present an application of acoustic FWI on a marine seismic data. �pecific 
processing operations are applied on �oth predicted and o�served data to increase the 
ro�ustness of the inversion procedure against the c�cle skipping phenomenon, thus improving 
the relia�ilit� of the final model estimation. �he predicted data are o�tained �� solving the 
2D acoustic wave equation, whereas in the local optimization procedure the steepest descend 
algorithm is emplo�ed, using the L1 norm difference �etween the predicted and o�served data 
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to compute the misfit function. As the starting model, we use a model o�tained in a previous 
work (�ognarelli et al., 2015� Mazzotti et al., 2017) �� a glo�al optimization method �ased on 
genetic algorithms. �o validate the final model, we pre-stack depth migrate the data using the 
final estimated velocit� field, and we check the improvements of the flattening of the events in 
the common-image-gathers (CI�s).

The seismic data. �he data used pertains to an inline extracted from a 3D marine surve�. 
From the entire data set, we select 56 shot gathers evenl� distri�uted along the line with a 
source-receiver offset var�ing from 180 m to 2000 m� in this wa�, a total of 3910 traces are 
considered. �he receiver interval is 25 m, the time sampling is 4 ms and the record length is 
1.6 s. �he sea �ed is flat with a depth of a�out 300 m. �he sources and the receivers are located 
12.5 m under the sea surface.

A specific time window is defined to focus the inversion on the diving waves and on 
the shallow reflections of the data. �he window length varies from a minimum of 0.1 s to a 
maximum of 0.5 s. Fig. 1a displa�s an example of a raw shot gather, whereas Fig. 1� shows its 
amplitude spectrum. In Fig. 1a the red contour represents the time window used to select the 
data for the inversion.

Fig. 1 - a) A shot gather of the inline data and �) its amplitude spectrum. �he red pol�gon delimits the portion of the 
seismogram considered in the inversion.

Modelling. �he s�nthetic data are o�tained �� means of an explicit, 2nd order in time, 
finite difference algorithm which is used to solve the 2D acoustic wave equation. �he model 
dimensions are approximatel� 7 km in length and 1.2 km in depth. �he modelling grid is made 
�� 242x40 nodes, with a uniform grid size of dx=30 m. �he sea �ed is situated at the 10th row 
of the grid. �he order of approximation of the spatial derivatives is optimized to reduce the 
numerical dispersion. We put a�sor�ing �oundar� conditions on the lateral and �ottom sides of 
the model and reflecting �oundar� conditions at the top side to simulate the sea-air interface. 
More details of the numerical scheme can �e found in (�aluzzi et al.., 2015). �he source wavelet 
is estimated from the sea-�ed reflection.

Misfit function. �he data misfit is the L1 norm �etween the predicted and the o�served 
data. However, for �oth data a processing sequence that includes low pass filtering up to 10 
Hz, trace-envelope computation and trace-��-trace normalization is applied. �he filtering and 
the envelope operations are used to reduce the c�cle skipping effect and, in general, the non-
linearit� of the misfit function. �his gives a more ro�ust inversion procedure than using the 
signal waveform, which can also �e applied to data where the �/N ratio at low frequencies is 
low. 

Initial model. �he initial model pla�s an important role in a high non-linear inverse pro�lem 
such as FWI. �o assure the convergence of a local optimization method, the starting point must 
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Fig. 2 - a) �tarting velocit� model for the local optimization procedure. �) Comparison of four vertical velocit� 
profiles: the red curves represent the velocit� profiles related to the starting model� the �lue ones represent the velocit� 
profiles related to the final model. c) ��served data for two shot gathers (left) and difference �etween predicted and 
o�served data �efore (center) and after (right) the local inversion.
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�e on the same valle� of the misfit function as the glo�al minimum. �his means that the initial 
model must �e accurate enough to give a good match �etween the o�served and predicted data. 
�o attain this, in our work, we use the velocit� model o�tained from a previous inversion (Fig. 
2a), that makes use of the application of genetic algorithms on a coarse grid (�ajeva et al.,, 
2016). �he details and the results can �e found in �ognarelli et. al. (2015) and Mazzotti et al. 
(2017). �he model accurac� is checked �� the degree of flattening of the events on the CI�s, 
o�tained after the pre-stack Kirchhoff depth migration (P�DM). Fig. 3a shows 11 CI�s evenl� 
spaced along the profile up to 1.2 km of depth (the maximum depth of the modelling grid), 
computed with the starting model of Fig. 2a. In Fig. 3a a trace-��-trace normalization and a 
gain is applied for displa� purposes. A preliminar� alignment of some events can �e o�served, 
�ut the gathers still present complex move-outs that can �e improved using a local FWI �ased 
on a gradient line-search method. 

Inversion procedure and results. As a local optimization method, we use the steepest 
descend algorithm (Nocedal et al.,., 2006), where the descend direction corresponds to the 
negative direction of the gradient of the misfit function and the step length is o�tained �� a line 
search that satisfies the Wolfe conditions (Wolfe, 1969). �he gradient is computed using the 
adjoint method (�romp et al., 2005� Plessix, 2006). �he unknowns are the model velocit� values 
situated under the sea la�er, for a total of 242x30 unknowns. �he velocities range �etween 1480 
m/s and 3500 m/s. We perform 500 iterations for the minimization procedure. Fig. 2� shows 
a comparison of four vertical velocit� profiles o�tained at the end of the inversion process, 
related to four CDP positions along the seismic profile (the green points in Fig. 2a). �he long-
wavelength structure of the starting model is not significantl� changed, except for the upper part 
just �elow the sea �ed where a consistent change of the velocit� values can �e noted. Fig. 2c 
shows the difference �etween the o�served and predicted data for two shot gathers �efore and 
after the optimization procedure, where the decrease of the differences of the inverted data can 
�e o�served. Finall�, Fig. 3� shows the CI�s o�tained �� pre-stack depth migrating the data, 
using the final velocit� model. Comparing Fig. 3a and Fig. 3�, a significant improvement of the 
horizontal alignment of the events can �e noted, especiall� for the events just �elow the sea�ed 
reflection and located in the central part of the model. 

Fig. 3 - CI�s derived from P�DM (Kirchoff) using (a) the starting velocit� model for the local optimization and (�) 
the final velocit� model o�tained at the end of the optimization procedure.

Conclusion. In this work, we have descri�ed an acoustic FWI experience made on a 2D 
seismic marine data set extracted from a 3D volume. We designed a specific processing sequence 
to �e applied on the o�served and the predicted data to reduce the non-linearit� of the misfit 
function. �his allows to make the whole procedure more ro�ust against the c�cle skipping 
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pro�lem, and applica�le at low seismic frequencies where the �/N ratio could �e low. �tarting 
from a velocit� model o�tained �� a previous glo�al optimization procedure �ased on genetic 
algorithms we estimated, �� means of a gradient-�ased method, a final model whose qualit� is 
assessed �� the good correspondence �etween the predicted and the o�served data and �� the 
improvements of the horizontal alignment of the events in the CI�s.
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